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ANNOUNCEMENT AND CALL FOR PAPERS 
Symposium on Advances and Trends in Structures and Dynamics 
Sheraton National Hotel, Washington, D.C., 22-25 October 1984 
Co-sponsored by The George Washington University and NASA Langley Research Center 
The purpose of the symposium is to provide multidisciplinary medium for communicating 
recent and projected advances in applied mechanics, numerical analysis, computer scienx 
and their impact on the structures and dynamics disciplines. Papers are invited on the 
application of each of the following areas to the structures and dynamics discip!incs. 
Micromechanical and new structural theories; material characterization and failure 
theories; parallel and special algorithms for new computing systems; advances in finite 
element technology; adaptive and multigrid methods; innovative and hybrid numericai 
techniques; artificial intelligence; potential of supercomputers, array processors, micr,o- 
processors and systolic arrays; database management and design. Among the application 
areas considered are: Impact and penetration mechanics; large-area space structures and 
space stations; interaction problems (e.g., thermal structure, fluid structure, soil structu:~: 
contact problems and actively controlled structures); tire modeling; multidisciplinary 
optimization, CAD/CAM, earthquake resistant structures, and failure of cnmposlre 
structures. 
Authors should submit three copies of AN EXTENDED ABSTRACT OF ABOUT 
1,000 WORDS WITH SAMPLE FIGURES prior to 23 September 1983. Three copies of 
the final manuscript will be due by 6 April 1984. Papers accepted for presentation will be 
published before the meeting in a bound volume and will be considered for publication 
in the Journal of Computers and Structures. 
One page abstracts are also solicited on current research in progress for presentations 
at special sessions. For further information please contact: 
Prof. Ahmed K. Noor 
The George Washington University 
Mail Stop 246 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Hampton, VA 23665, U.S.A. 
(804) 865-2897 
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